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Western Hack 
 

Guns 
 

Range 
 

 Point Blank. Same arena. 

 Short Range. Same arena or adjacent arena. 

 Medium Range. Roughly (Awareness +1) arenas, minimum adjacent arena. 

 Long Range. Half mile. 

 Extreme Range. Line of sight. 

 

Taking a focus action to aim can either increase range by 1 level or add +2 to hit. 

 

Damage 
 

 Light. 2 Wounds. (Includes shotgun buckshot.) 

 Heavy. 4 Wounds. (Includes shotgun slugs.) 

 Very Heavy. 6 Wounds. (Includes elephant guns.) 

 

Rather than nit-pick calibers (which you are welcome to do, but is not so much in the spirit of the game) 

you decide the damage you want, the range you want, and build the gun accordingly. Some pistols have a 

single shot of very heavy ammunition, some repeating rifles may have light ammunition, etc. 

 

Reload 
 

These times assume firearms proficiency. For someone unfamiliar with firearms, double the times. 

 Pin Revolver. 1 focus action to unload, another to reload; or 1 focus action to unload and load 1 

bullet. 

 Removable Cylinder. 1 focus action to reload. 

 Break Cylinder. 1 focus action to empty and load 1 shot, or 2 focus actions for a full reload. 

 Breech. 1 focus action to eject and reload up to 2 shells. 

 Magazine. 1 focus action to load up to 6 bullets. 

 

Hand to Hand and Encumbrance 
 

Most guns count as light weapons. Heavy rifles count as heavy weapons. Derringers count as throwing 

weapons. 

 

Action 
 

 Single. If cocked, or if the character has a free hand, no problem. Otherwise -2 to hit. 

 Double. Can fire repeatedly with no problem. 

 Lever. If cocked, or if the character has a free hand, no problem. Otherwise, -4 to hit. 
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Types of Shooting 
 

 Aim. Taking a focus action to aim can either increase range by 1 level or add +2 to hit. 

 Both Barrels. Firing a shotgun with both barrels can grant +2 to hit or +1 Wound, choose after 

rolling to hit. 

 Burst. Fire up to 3 shots in close succession at a target or group of targets, -2 to hit and +1 Wound. 

Not penalized by single action if you have a free hand (for fanning) and impossible otherwise. Double 

action and lever action can burst fire. 

o Damage may be shared among minions in increments of 2 as a hand-to-hand attack. 

o In the same arena, a shotgun with buckshot can duplicate the burst effect. 

 Cover. Firing a burst towards foes, even if you do not hit, you force them to make a Daring test 

difficulty 6 to take any action that would expose them to possibly getting hit. Multiple shooters firing 

add +2 for every one after the first. Circumstances may adjust this. Cover only works on one target 

arena at a time. 

 

A gun must have: range, damage, reload, and action. Note encumbrance if it is not light. 


